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SEL & ANTI-RACISM
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POLL

It would help us to know who we are talking with today. 
Please complete the poll.
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This workshop will help you to plan for overload (theirs and yours) 
and determine how to deal with the issue(s) when everyone is 
calm, by:
• understanding the physiology of strong emotions,
• thinking about your own triggers and stress reactions, and
• increasing your toolbox of proactive strategies.

“Knowledge and practice combined with a caring 
community increases resilience for everyone.”

Workshop Focus
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workshop
map

Introduction

Part 1

❖ The Nervous System 
❖ Regulation
❖ Regulated Classrooms – Strategies

BREAK

Part 2 - Challenging Situations

❖ Challenging Behaviour – Strategies
➢ Anxiety
➢ Acceleration
➢ Crisis
➢ Recovery
➢ Restoration

❖ Adult Regulation - Strategies
❖ Closing
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- Julie Hasson

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nmwy6r26vQY

The Teachers 
We Remember

Was there a educator or an adult that made a lasting impression on 
you?  What words would you use to describe them?  

● They were kind.
● They believed in me.
● They listened when no else did.
● They gave me chances.
● They stretched me …

Now pretend you run into a student that you worked with in the past. 
What words do you wish they would use to describe you?

Think About It!

11
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Write down your Anchor 
Words.  I would like to be 
remembered as …

If you would like to share 
your words, please put 
them into the chat. 

Four Anchor Words

12
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Flipping Your Lid -
The Hand model of the Brain

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gm9CIJ74Oxw
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“Bottom Up, 
Top Down”

The body is an integrated 
system.  All its parts -
organs, cells, nerves, 
tissues, hormones, etc. -
are connected and effect 
each other.

17©practicalpossibilitiesconsulting2023
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Thoughts and 
feelings are events in 
the . . . 
-brain
-nervous systems
-endocrine system

©practicalpossibilitiesconsulting2023
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The detection of danger, safety or life threat is 
through a process that I call neuroception. 
Neuroception listens to three streams of 
information; inside (the body), outside (the 
environment), and between (nervous systems).

- Stephen Porges, Psychologist & Neuroscientist

Neuroception

Need these 
connections & 
skills to become 
caring citizens

©practicalpossibilitiesconsulting2023

THE AUTONOMIC
NERVOUS SYSTEM (ANS)

Need to regulate to 
connect with others 
and belong.

Need to regulate 
to learn

Need these 
connections & 
skills to become 
caring citizens

Need to regulate to 
feel safe/Need to 
feel safe to regulate 
(co-regulation)

Stressors 
(threats)

21©practicalpossibilitiesconsulting2023
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Need to regulate to 
connect with others 
and belong.

Need to regulate 
to learn

Need these 
connections & 
skills to become 
caring citizens

Need to regulate to 
feel safe/Need to 
feel safe to regulate 
(co-regulation)
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Need to regulate to 
connect with others 
and belong.

Need to regulate 
to learn

Need to regulate to 
feel safe/Need to 
feel safe to regulate 
(co-regulation)

23©practicalpossibilitiesconsulting2023

Regulation is when your thoughts, 
feelings, energy and actions work 
together to keep you safe and 
connected. Sometimes we can do this 
ourselves; sometimes we need help.

- Palmer & Principe, 2023

When we are regulated, we can take 
care of ourselves and others in our 
community.

24
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Co-Regulation is when another 
person uses their thoughts, feelings, 
energy, and actions to help someone 
feel safe and connected. 

(Palmer and Principe, 2023)

When we are regulated, we can help 
others to regulate.

25

We can learn to use tools and 
strategies to regulate.

Self-Regulation is when you use 
your thoughts, feelings, energy, and actions 

to stay safe and connected on your own.

(Palmer and Principe, 2023)

©practicalpossibilitiesconsulting2023
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How Do You Stay 
Regulated In The Moment?

Thoughts
○ Reframe “This student needs my help.”
○ Anchor words

Feelings
○ Self talk “I’ve got this.”

Energy
○ Read your body (This is checking in with 

your ANS)

Actions 
○ Shrug/roll your shoulders
○ Take 3 breaths
○ Take a drink of water
○ Give yourself more time if needed/possible
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Reframing

28

“Our own stress drops 
dramatically when we 
shift from trying to 
enforce compliance to 
reducing the causes of 
challenging behaviours”

- Stuart Shanker

29
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A Regulated Adult-Student Interaction

A regulated student can 
engage and focus on 
academic work, respond 
to instructions, and 
interact with adults and 
peers in ways that match 
the situation. 

Regulated Learners

30
©practicalpossibilitiesconsulting2023
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● Regulated adults

● Safe and inclusive environments 

● Co-regulation 

● Clear, consistent, predictable routines

● Appropriate and engaging academic instruction

● Frequent positive feedback for expected behaviours

● Redirecting and reteaching for unexpected behaviours

● Teach, model and practice regulation strategies 

Best Practices for Supporting 
Regulated Learners

31
Strategies for De-escalating Student Behaviour in the Classroom, Centre on PBIS 

09/2023

Regulated students may occasionally engage in developmentally appropriate 
challenging behaviours, but they respond to class-wide strategies such as: 

● active supervision and adult proximity

● class-wide and individual reminders of expected behaviours

● brief, neutral  and non-judgemental responses

● minimal “dead-time”  and frequent rehearsal of transitions

● provide 2 or 3 acceptable options for completing task (including 
adaptations)

● redirection to do a different part of the activity, task or behaviour.

● adult ignoring or deflecting challenging questions, responses or 
actions

Strategies for Maintaining 
Regulated Learners

32
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What Gets in the 
Way?

33
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Functions (Purposes or Needs) of Behaviour

©practicalpossibilitiesconsulting2023

Stressors/Unmet Needs - Setting Events

©practicalpossibilitiesconsulting2023

● Tired
● Sick (or starting to get sick)
● Hungry
● Upsetting incident at home 

(or on way to school)
● Need for or too much social interaction
● Missed medication
● Sensory sensitivities
● Trauma (and/or ACES)

Stressors/Unmet Needs -
Antecedents (Triggers)

● Change in routine
● Instruction (demand to do activity)
● Removal of materials
● Removal of desired objects
● Denied access to item or activity
● Challenging learning environments
● Transition from preferred to non-preferred activity
● Situation where the student feels unsafe

©practicalpossibilitiesconsulting2023
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Polyvagal Theory helps us understand how we 
move through and cope with the world.

- Stephen Porges/Integrated Listening

Need these 
connections & 
skills to become 
caring citizens

©practicalpossibilitiesconsulting2023

THE AUTONOMIC
NERVOUS SYSTEM (ANS)

Ventral Vagal

Dorsal Vagal

Sympathetic

39
©practicalpossibilitiesconsulting2023

The Autonomic Nervous System
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The Autonomic Nervous System

41

(Safe & Secure)     
Social 

Engagement

Flight

Fight

Freeze

Shut Down

The Autonomic 
Nervous System

What 
Flight/Fight/Freeze 

Looks Like in 
Classroom

Flight Fight Freeze

avoiding or not starting work
saying, “I don’t know” when you 
know they do
avoiding others

fidgeting
asking to leave class
hiding or wandering
leaving or skipping class

silly
hyperactive
demanding
blaming
defiant
arguing
swearing
threats
yelling
hitting, kicking,throwing, biting

not moving when asked
giving a blank look
withdrawing
not answering
shrinks into desk/chair
head down, hoodie up

These can be stress responses to feeling unsafe.
©practicalpossibilitiesconsulting2023
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Students who are dysregulated 
are often unable to follow 
directions, learn new 
information or tasks, or reflect 
on their own behavior in the 
moment. 

Dysregulated Learners

43
©practicalpossibilitiesconsulting2023
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©practicalpossibilitiesconsulting2023

PART TWO - STRATEGIES FOR 
CHALLENGING SITUATIONS

45
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Dysregulation Cycle

©practicalpossibilitiesconsulting2023

A student may feel anxious and appear agitated when beginning to 
feel unsafe due to … 

● an unmet need
● missing proactive classroom strategies
● mismatch of energy and the activity
● mismatch of skill level and the activity

These behaviours may look like
● talking out of turn after being given a reminder
● out of seat behaviours
● inappropriate comments to peers
● work avoidance or non-completion

Anxious/Agitated Phase Behaviour

47
©practicalpossibilitiesconsulting2023
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Anxiety Phase of Dysregulation 

©practicalpossibilitiesconsulting2023
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Adult 
Routine

Student 
Thought/
Feeling

Student 
Feeling

Student 
Action

49
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Adult 
Response

Anxious Student - Regulated Adult  
Interaction

50

Don’t let people pull you into their storm. 
Pull them into your peace.

- Kimberly Jones, author

51
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Adult Routine -
Anxious Student

REGULATE -

REFLECT on  student ANS and your own ANS -
Which pathway is the student on?  Which 
pathway are you on?

ANCHOR - remember your anchor words

RESPONSE - choice, redirection, co-regulation, regulation routine
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Strategies for Reducing Anxiety/Agitation 
(taking the shortcut to Restore)

52
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PROACTIVE (Classwide/Teacher) YOUR ROLE IN THE MOMENT AFTER

Teach regulation routines:
-model regulation routine
-reassure
-give positive feedback

Communicate with 
teachers/families regularly

Provide everyone choices for 
completing activities

Classwide discussion of what 
students can do to help each 
other feel calm and safe

Help meet the  student need 
by adapting choices 

Redirect the student to a 
easier part of the task

Co-regulate
-express empathy 
-label and validate their   
emotions

-model regulation routine

Prompt practiced regulation 
routines

Reflect and make 
notes on how the 
cycle unfolded 
(ABC)

Communicate with 
teacher/family

Consider consulting 
school-based team 
if there is an on-
going concern

53
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Accelerating Phase 
Student Behaviour

A student may become increasingly dysregulated when the student 
continues to feel threatened or unsafe (if they cannot escape from 
the situation) and initial supports and strategies are absent or 
ineffective
These behaviours may look like …

● loud or silent refusal of requests/directions
● swearing at teachers or peers
● ripping work or classroom materials
● verbally harassing or threatening peers
● pulling up hoodie/ head down on desk

Use short, clear, neutral words using a calm and 
quiet voice delivered privately.

54

Acceleration Phase

©practicalpossibilitiesconsulting2023
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Cameron and the Writing Activity

56
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Accelerating Student - Dysregulated 
Adult Interaction 

57
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The only consequence that will change the 
behaviour of a  student who is on the 
Fight/Flight or Freeze Pathway is support and 
co-regulation with a caring person that they 
feel safe with.

- J. Palmer, BCBA/Educator
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Adult 
Routine

Student 
Thought/
Feeling

Student 
Feeling

Student 
Action

58
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Adult 
Response

Accelerating Student - Regulated Adult 
Interaction 

59
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Adult Routine
Accelerating Student

REGULATE 

REFLECT on  student ANS and your own ANS 
Which pathway is the student on?  
Which pathway are you on?

ANCHOR

RESPONSE - reminder of regulation routine, provide space, co-
regulate with limited words, remove unsafe objects

60

PROACTIVE (Classwide) YOUR ROLE IN THE MOMENT AFTER

Teach regulation 
routines:
-model regulation 
routine using visuals

-introduce regulation 
spaces-for everyone

-teach when and how 
to access regulation 
spaces (norms)

-practise/role model  
using regulation 
spaces

Classwide discussion 
of what students can 
do to help each other 
feel calm and safe

Remind student of mastered 
regulation routine 
-brief
-use visuals
-minimal verbal directions
-use neutral tone
-deliver privately

Provide space and time 
-continue to monitor

Help access a break room or safe 
space, if it is safe to do so.

Co-regulate with limited words 
-model

Remove unsafe items - discretely.

Reflect and make 
notes on how the 
cycle unfolded 
(ABC)

Communicate 
with teacher/ 
family

Consider 
consulting school-
based team if 
there is an on-
going concern

©practicalpossibilitiesconsulting2023
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Crisis Phase (Hyperaroused) Behaviour

61

Crisis Phase behaviours may look like …

● loud yelling or swearing at teachers or peers

● throwing items/destroying property

● tipping over chairs, desks or tables

● threatening or physical aggression towards themselves, 
teachers or peers

● running out of class/climbing/hiding

©practicalpossibilitiesconsulting2023

Crisis Phase (Hyperaroused) Behaviour

62

If a student is not able to de-escalate they may reach the crisis 
point.  The student is not able to: 

● follow simple directions 
● process language
● think clearly 
● regulate their behaviour 
● get out of the fight/flight/freeze pathway without support.  

Students may engage in highly disruptive or unsafe behaviours.  

Classroom instruction is unable to continue.

©practicalpossibilitiesconsulting2023
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Crisis Phase
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Out of the Blue

©practicalpossibilitiesconsulting2023
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Adult
Response

Crisis Interaction
Hyperaroused Student - Regulated Adult 

Adult 
Routine

Student 
Thought/
Feeling

Student 
Action

Adult 
Routine

66
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Adult Crisis Routine
(repeat as needed)

REGULATE 

REFLECT on  student ANS and your own ANS
Which pathway is the student on?  
Which pathway are you on? 

ANCHOR

RESPONSE - maintain safety for all, provide space and time, stay 
calm

STAFF BUDDY -alert staff buddy

FOLLOW DISTRICT, SCHOOL OR STUDENT SAFETY PLAN 
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Strategies for Crisis Phase Interactions
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PROACTIVE 
(Classwide)

YOUR ROLE IN THE MOMENT AFTER

Be aware of and 
follow District or 
School Crisis 
Response Plan (or 
individual 
Student/Staff 
Safety Plan)

Classwide 
discussion of what 
students can do to 
help each other 
feel calm and safe

Maintain safety for all
-keep other students and adults away
-call for support

Provide space and time 
-continue to monitor
-minimize interaction
-do not make demands or present  
consequences

Help access a break room or safe space 
only if safe to do so and you are trained

Stay calm, follow crisis plan 
-use your own regulation routine
-take a break from the situation if you 
find yourself dysregulated (if possible)

Take the first 
opportunity to 
recover and 
restore yourself

Reflect and make 
notes on how the 
cycle unfolded 
(ABC)

Communicate 
with teacher/ 
family

Consult SBT

Recovery After Crisis

68

After expending a lot of energy and the brain being “offline,” the 
student may …

● not remember all that happened

● feel tired or exhausted

● be quiet

● feel embarrassed and/or worried

©practicalpossibilitiesconsulting2023
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Recovery Phase

©practicalpossibilitiesconsulting2023
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“The most powerful buffer in times of stress 
and distress is social connectedness.”

- Dr. Bruce Perry, Ph.D, clinician & researcher

Strategies for Recovery

71

Do…
● Safe place

● Co-regulation or a learned and practiced regulation routine 

● Reintegrate the student into the classroom in a safe and 
welcoming way when they are ready. 

● Give activities the student finds calming
if they are ready to do something

Do not….

● Do not debrief at this time.
● Give favourite activities
● Return to the classroom too soon

©practicalpossibilitiesconsulting2023

Strategies for Recovery

72

● Independent level student activities

● Clear expectations and directions

● Further student and class regulation

● Adult regulation - monitor stress level

● Take a break yourself

©practicalpossibilitiesconsulting2023
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Dysregulation Cycle

©practicalpossibilitiesconsulting2023

Restoration After Crisis

74

During restoration the student should have an opportunity to …

● debrief their perception of the incident with a trusted adult

○ events that led up to the event

○ thoughts and feelings they had

○ strategies that can help regulation in the future

○ adult must be regulated and able to stay neutral and supportive

● repair damages done, with support as needed

○ clean up classroom

○ redo torn up assignment

○ apologize to peers

©practicalpossibilitiesconsulting2023

Post Event Care
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For the Students (Teacher) For the Staff

Re-establish a feeling of 
safety by re-establishing 
routines 

Allow classmates to share 
how they are feeling

Ask for counsellor or youth 
worker 

Individual support if needed

Follow student plan to notify 
family

Staff thoughts and feelings 
may arise later.

Continue to take time to 
regulate 

Talk with a safe and 
supportive colleague.

Arrange a time to reflect and 
debrief on the event and 
consider adapt the student’s 
plan as needed.
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Adult Dysregulation 

● whining, crying, badgering 

● not following or ignoring adult directions/defiance

● calling out or talking out of turn

● inappropriate comments 

● distracting from the issue 

● intimidation

● threats 

● physical aggression

Student Behaviours Which 
Trigger Adult Dysregulation 

77
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A Dysregulated Student - Dysregulated 
Teacher Interaction

Student 
Action

Adult 
Thought/
Feeling

Adult 
Reaction

Student 
Thought/
Feeling
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Any student can learn to engage in problem behaviour from past 
experience if it is an easier, more immediate or more effective way  to 
meet their needs to:

● get or escape student or peer interaction/connection, 

● get or avoid an object or activity, or 

● get or avoid sensory input or movement.

These behaviours work because “sometimes” they trigger the adult 
into dysregulation who gets distracted from the real issue.

Adult Dysregulation 

79
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Long term stressors
Death of a loved one.

Family/Relationship - divorce, 
incarceration

Parenting

Lack of support - partner, 
employer, family

Moving

Major illness or injury

Lack of exercise/nutrition

Job loss/new job

ACES

Pandemic/climate change/war

Racism

Finances

Discrimination

What Are Your Stressors?

80
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Immediate stressors
Physical needs

Microaggressions

Change in schedule

Missing materials

Time constraints

Noisy classroom

Missing support person

Student needs

Organizational 
stressors
Commute

Report cards

Extracurricular activities

Parent and administration 
expectations

Changes to policy, curriculum 
and reporting

Lack of classroom support

Technology/media

Staff shortage

Meetings/emails/committees

Student needs

81
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“Your thinking is connected to your moods and your 
moods are like the rumble strips on the side of the road. 
They are our early warning system. Our feelings, our 
mood tell us when to pause. They can tell us if we are 
headed off the road.”

- Susan Davids, Harvard Medical School Psychologist
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What Are Your Early 
Warning 

Signals for 
Dysregulation

at School?

Body 
● agitation
● headache 
● sore stomach
● lack of energy, fatigue
● food cravings or lack of 

appetite
● sensitivity to light and sound
● teary
● sleeplessness
● muscle tension

Brain 
● negative mood/irritable 
● anxious 
● emotional 
● inability to focus
● feeling of unease
● sarcasm/snappy

● Healthy food

● Break up tasks

● Humour.

● Walk or meditate

● Politely say no

● Hang out with people who are positive

● practice your regulation routine

Ways to Decrease the Impact of Stressors

83
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1. Treat yourself with compassion. 

1. Lessen the demands you put on yourself today.

1. Take time to regulate. 

1. Save your students’ preferred activities for these days. 

1. Put off teaching new tasks. 

1. Remember your anchors and 

1. Focus on relationship building.

Plan B Day

84
©practicalpossibilitiesconsulting2023
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Decide to do one thing for yourself that will help you to feel more 
regulated tomorrow

● choose something healthy from your self-care list (relaxation or 
exercise)

● let someone know that you had a hard day

● decide if there is something that you can let go of

● go to bed early

At the End of a Plan B Day

85
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Who do you know?
professional - at your school, in your district, online,

hobbies,
family
friends
church
exercise
social media  - IF it is supportive (if not AVOID it)
podcasts - to ground you

Support Network

86
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And this is the subtitle that 
makes it comprehensible

©practicalpossibilitiesconsulting2023

Teachers We Remember
- Julie Hasson

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nmwy6r26vQY
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THANK 
YOU!
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